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The End of East
by Libby Thomas
step closer than America to communism. It's a
The government controls all the big business. There
[eiy owned big businesses."
not a socialist state. That's what I hate about you
..gdgland t^1jn|< yOU can come to England and start explaining
the government. I've lived there practically all my life.
Ow what you're talking about. England is a democratic
in't Kn
Hv I'm notsayingitderrogatorily. Socialism is good. The
more equal. Everyone gets medical aid without even pay-
H is not a socialist state. You think you can come to
'nd suddenly know everything about the government."
d there's no competition in business, because the government
ns it all-"
• eland isn't socialist and you don't know what you're talking
I could explain the government to you, but I don't want to
je my words. Let's just drop it."
)kay Dolly, you win. You got that last line out before I did. Let's
Here I was in the Grecian dusk with my knapsack at my feet
liting for the night boat to Crete, and arguing with Dolly about the
:nglish government for Christ's sake, as if I cared whether it was
tmocratic or a goddamned Utopia for all that matter. As my anger
fkd, I figuratively donned my kid gloves.
"Where's Darlene?"
"She's probably kissing her Grecian bloke goodbye somewhere. I
«w him doing it to some other girl before he got on the coach in
London."
"Now, Dolly, you know they're only friends. Darlene told him all
ibout Stephen. And anyway Thomas is so sweet. We never would
have survived that horrible bus ride without his help."
"Yes, I know. He is sweet. But I wouldn't put it past Darlene to
iwotime Stephen. She's been with him for the last two days, you
know."
"She's only eighteen and she's been closeted up by Stephen all her
• Give her a chance to find herself. Besides, she's come back at
n'ght. You know that."
"Age makes no difference, Evie. You shouldn't b
twenty-eight but I would never do such a thing."
I tightened my kid gloves. She's not doing an
shouldn't be so suspicious.
"She is very young, though. It's so irresponsible of hei
wait like this."
"It doesn't matter. The boat's not in yet anyway."
"Yes, I suppose you're right." Dolly sighed and sat On h
sack. "I'm so glad you're here with me, Evie. I never w '
been able to travel with Darlene alone. It's amazing how
colours come out when one is travelling."
I coughed to hide my smile and reflected upon the
anger and laughter.
Darlene, Thomas, and the boat arrived simultaneously.
We said our goodbyes to Thomas and he gave each of
'^tit.
>s
sweet creature I thought I knew back in England
leaving me with Dolly for so long. What did you do
•\yt
TTh'orriaS ajy^aybut , can-t stand to be around her. I really can't
,-rri sorry- tv ' such a bitch> expecting us to pamper her every
the cheek. Dolly was quite pleased. usak
"He's so sweet, that boy. You hardly ever meet anyone |j|<
nowadays." Abruptly her tone changed to a harsh whisper
look at this place. Just look! Why, where are we to stay? | don
how I can spend the night here. I really don't see how .. pne\
smell! You can smell the loos clear over here. Oh, how disgusi
What a bloody pit!"
Darlene giggled. "Oh, Dolly, it's so good to see you again. Com
on, we better get some bunks while we can."
We were travelling third class. Greeks in black littered the bottor
deck. We were lucky enough to find three empty bunks. I threw m
stuff on the bunk above Dolly's and Darlene was across from me
Occupying the bunk below Darlene was a heavy Green woman with <
baby who had a plaster cast over both of its legs.
"I must get something hot to eat," Dolly announced. "I've
had cold food out of my bag all day. Will you come with me?
you hungry, anybody?"
Darlene said she had just eaten with Thomas. I told her I w
eat something from my bag. Dolly had had the foresight to suggesi
that we buy bags of food before we left. Darlene had not done tt
Dolly had gotten mine, complete with good old English crackers,
old standby: peanut butter, a tin of red herring which I
discarded upon opening and seeing eyes staring out at me, and otri
miscellaneous items. I rejected the idea of going nearer to the li
than I thought absolutely necessary, so Dolly left by herself. Go. E
,
ik7a little baby.
bout it. Did you have a good time with Thomas, then?"
- very nice. He took me to meet his parents, so I got a
• vv of a real Greek family. His little brother is so cute. I ate
. . them. Real Greek cooking, I'm learning quite a lot of
,k words."
Darlene prattled on, my hand, quite in spite of the dictates
rteous conscience, crept into my knapsack and directly
v East of Eden. John Steinbeck. My Saviour! I could have
ade it this far without Samuel and Abel's Chinese cook and
ge of James Dean as Cal still lingering in my mind. Fortun-
i had about two hundred pages left. I wished it were eight
j'e(j |f this trip to Crete turned the tide, I could leave it alone
I the horrendous coach trip back. All I knew now, with the
lehtful scent of the loos and sweating Greek bodies in my nostrils,
that I could use a good hit of about twenty-five pages, but better
[e it fifteen — one never knows what will happen in Crete.
Yes, my good pal East had gotten me through the wee morning
wurs of that first dreadful night in Paris, after our seasick journey
jcross the Channel. Our first great mistake, other than going on this
trip together in the first place, was refusing the offered lodgings in
Paris at only five pounds extra. This sum, to our niggardly minds,
»as an outrage. Instead, we were going to "do" Paris in one night.
See everything, go everywhere, and tear ourselves away from the
gripping Parisian sights only to catch the bus in the morning at the
last minute. Needless to say, this is a rather misleading description of
what actually took place.
First of all, the hotel chosen by our sensitive and concerned Greek
bus drivers was located in the pits of Paris. Here it was that we were
dumped. Sex shops with lewd pictures lined the streets. Here and
there a transvestite in high-heeled shoes made his way through the
crowd. An isolated blond prostitute with one stockinged leg propped
Uhe seat of a chair gazed absently through a window.
"Those pictures are so disgusting! I can't stand to look at them,"
commented Dolly.
"No one is asking you to," retorted Darlene. | k
absorbed with the prostitute to notice.
"Did you see her?" exclaimed Dolly, as if she vv
who had. "I swear she was looking right at us."
"I thought she was fascinating," returned Darlene "v
judge people, Dolly. She's got just as much right as we d °
"I thought she was fascinating, too. I was just going
you didn't give me a chance. You're always jumping
when I haven't done anything."
"Well, you said it in a very degrading tone of voice."
"I wonder what her life is like?" I hastened to say
myself between them. Second of all, all European cit'
American cities, close down even on Saturday night ^ ^--
to he wpll h of «•>•"> •
a l ly shaking uncntrollably. I kept expecting him
and shoot everybody or to go into a violent
/ expire altogether.
, My relationship with East was a give and take
"ifisfi. I was willipg to sacrifice. It was to give my
$d bright reading light he deserved on those dark
3 d from my cozy corner in the back up to a seat
an bicycle racer who looked like a blond duplicate
I3and who reminded me uncomfortably of an old
Ehtrown to dislike. And when he said, "I was just being
' hhe very words my ex used to say to me, I just about
even on Saturday night -
At three o'clock, we were th me was Sewer-mouth and, true to his title, he began a
re hours until the bus left A? e narration of Monty Python's "The Holy Grail," sup-
the Sacre Coeur u» in the rieht places when I found myself unable to
.,.^. mug. MI inr  ' l ,  r
a Montmarch cafe. Five mor  rs til t   l ft,
and chilling examination of , we sat down o
for a teeth-chattering conversation to plan our next course of
"I drank some water in the loo at the cafe. Do you think r>
sick from it?"asked Dolly.
"I drank some, too. It tasted good. Don't worry about it,"
"But maybe I should take one of my foreign tummy pj||s
awfully glad I thought to bring them. My mother always hadth
when we travelled. My father told me to get some when I calledi
before we left. He knew the pharmsicist I went to and whe
him his name, he gave me all the pills free. Lovely man. He was
sweet. You can take one, too, but I'm afraid I left then
coach."
Saved from the evil clutches of the foreign tummy pill andaic:
by Darlene's "I've got to find a loo. I'm dying!", I suggested thai.
attempt to beg our way back into the hotel.
This we did and were allowed to sit up in the lobby fort-
remainder of the night. Darlene and Dolly dropped off ti
while I took a good long hit of East.
Yes, East it was that got me through the remaining three claustr
phobic days on that bloody coach. It was because of East thath
able to withstand the fat Greek on the seat in front of me, wJ
would suddenly turn at intervals throughout the trip and screr
"Attens! Attens!", and just as suddenly turn back and resume'





Re'had finished this relation, he promptly fell to sleep,
, with his head on my shoulder, and I tremble to say I
g g ou  he window.
And it was because of East that I was able to divert my though.
om the tall thin
bnOll IllblUiy, lie nau uanv-iv-u uj i
from ,'M" "rrausc Ul casr tr|at I was able to divert v tl I little kitchen in the back of his shop where he made us
HI, thm man in the black suit sitting cate cornered fo 'Pronounced Law-kess.
6
MO I iv-civi vi i 1 1 1 ; _,. , ̂ _, , ~~. , „
to have second thoughts about East.
o
rtheless, here I found myself in Crete, walking between Dolly
Darlene after having spent the afternoon sightseeing at the
m ruins. They were fascinating enough: a whole civilized city in
dating from 1000 B.C. complete with sewers and huge ceramic
scattered everywhere. The most interesting parts were The Old-
Throne in Europe, which was a battered old wooden chair I
rouldn't send my dog to sit in, and The Queen's Bathtub, which was
,bout the size of a cooking pot.
We came upon a row of tourist shops and feeling the shopping
come upon us, we paused to ponder over some trinkets which
ttreset out on stands in the street. When a youth of about fifteen
popped his head out of a nearby shop and inquired in a thick Greek
accent, "How many thousand dollars you spend in here?", we
ducked into another shop where we met a handsome man in his
thirties who came immediately to our service and introduced himself
as Lochis.* He told us about his professional days as a boxer in
America, how he had become disillusioned through being manipu-
lated by his "owners", and how he had returned to Greece financial-
ly able to support himself by owning his own shop. During the
relation of this short histor h h d shered s nto a convenient
uttlp Utrhor, ;„ th0 )r\ir\t r>f hu chnn whprp he made us some "real
that.
Greek coffee." He then invited us to his nightclub
giving us directions.
"I'm so excited about tonight, f really am. Now w 'n
the real Greek nightlife. Oh, I've been wanting to get 0
I brought my evening gown. How do I look?"
"Oh, you look stunning. Black quite becomes you "
"Yes, you look very nice, Dolly," said Darlene Sh
brought a skirt, which I had neglected to do, not anticin
on the town. I pulled my most sexy shirt on with my b
felt glad I had washed my hair the night before.
We got lost trying to find the place, but Lochis appeared
iously out of nowhere and ushered us into a very dark bar
a dance floor and blinking lights and good old American
sat down at a table by the dance floor and suddenly a w'
and glasses appeared. We talked with Lochis awhile and puttin
our empty wine glasses for refills, suddenly again appeared tw!
Greeks complete with drinks in hand who were seating thei
by each of our sides, respectively.
Lochis was dancing with Darlene. Dolly was smiling and chat
to a tall, almost blond-haired Greek in his thirties. Mine was a
old bastard, a business man probably in his late forties. His nair
Phillip and he was guzzling down rum and cokes like they were
out of style. He plunked down an empty glass, pulled up a full 0
and started a conversation about American politics, money, busines
or some such idiosyncrasy that only foreigners are concerned with
Now, at least for me, conversations with Greeks require a gr
deal of concentration because their accents are so thick that
sounds as if they are speaking Greek even though the words a
English. But this fellow seemed to be holding his own all right
leering at me over the rim of his glass, so with an occasional, "Oh, I
think so, too," I was able to sit back and smoke my cigarettes, or
after the other, without paying too much attention to what he was
saying. I suppose it didn't matter to him as much as it didn't matter
to me, and he was happy enough to have my ear for a start. I watched
Darlene dancing in her wild way with Lochis, and Dolly sweeping the
floor with her black gown.
That's right. Chatter away. Just don't ask me to dance. Here,
another rum and coke. That's right. Anything. Just don't ask mete
dance. Please don't throw me into the briar patch. But, as I feared, I
was already thrown.
"Do you want to dance?"
"Wha-a-t?"
vou *ant t0-t' mean I really couldn't. I really don't feel like
i really car
thing one has to remember when dealing with
they are very easily offended. This is why one must
g,P |eaSe
V t y ri u u. i no n u t ai
13 jne when it is offered. Though I did not take much
k the'r offending Phillip, it somehow did not weigh much on my
•ther. I figured that Lochis has me pegged as the reticent
t's why I got stuck with Phillip. It looked like poor old
H lost out again.
l^ed off to get more rum and coke. I drew frantically on
tte I suddenly noticed that the music had changed from
^Stones to soft, mellow junk, good for nothing but close
ncj jt was getting slower with every song. Something had to
lanced at my watch. Good. It was nearly twelve o'clock, the
which out hotel-keeper closed his doors. We would have to
coon or else we would be locked out.
Greek returned and in sitting down, he knocked over his glass
mv lap- Clumsy fool. That was it. I stood up, ignoring his pleas.
Hid not and would not mop at me with his handkerchief -
ould not justifiably even touch me at this point and he was at a
,5 to what to do — just said what I have him say, "That's all
rt,t It's a" r'Snt. Sit down." It very well may be all right for you,
vgood fellow, but not for me. I went over to the dance floor and
.renched Dolly from the fond embrace of her partner.
"I'm going back," I announced.
"So soon?" Wait a little longer, will you? Do you mind?"
I managed a strained whisper. "He spilled rum and coke all over
, pants. I'm sopping wet. And besides, it's almost twelve and we're
jomgto be locked out." Darlene and Lochis came up.
"What's the matter?"
"Oh, she's had an accident and her clothes are all wet. She wants
to go back to the hotel"
Right. I've had the accident.
"Well, just wait a minute and we'll drive you back," Lochis said.
I went out the door and waited. Soon Darlene burst out.
"Lochis has just asked us to go with him to another nightclub for
ilate dinner and some real Greek music. Dolly wants to go but I'm
wt sure. Do you think I should? I'm having such a good time. I
*inkl want to go."
"Well, it's up to you. If you want to go on and have a good time,
I don't think I would go, but then I don't like parties much. I
9
think as long as you go with Dolly, you'll be safe | L-
let anything happen. She's got her strong temper, yOu i
morals. I don't know how you'll be able to get back "
though. The door's too far for me to hear you knock "
"Yes, but Dolly wants to go and I am hungry. I'd |j^et
il Greek dancing. I think I'll en with b*r »
Not you too, Dolly. Even I knew that an invita-
jed rliy Chy two men, at their apartment, in the early hours of
not just an invitation for coffee.
rea go he .
P"mOrf""l'tjr1ued. "Ana uien mcy 3am it Y»«^ uw ,~.~ „ 0 .
noliy c°n, we Were probably locked out anyway so they offered
I to sleep in and said they would sleep on the floor in the
I didn't want to put them out, they had been so nice,
prf r°°^ue wine and dinner and all. But I was so tired and would
A a bed to sleep in. I thought it was very sweet of them
fast, and tried to go to sleep. I kept thinking that n
have told Darlene not to go. That's one thing |'ve I
=S~~:r=i^ £,-r-jK.trra=SB
they don't need two.
Consoled by these rationalizations plus the fact that Darl
in good old experienced twenty-eight year old hands, I dror
It was ten o'clock the next morning when I first heard theit
as they burst into the room.
"Well, for all I knew you wanted to go to bed with him."
"Oh, Dolly. How can you say that, knowing me for as lonei »have.
"Well, how should I know? How do you expect me to know what
going on in your mind? first you're running around with Thomasa
I didn't know what that was. For all I knew, you wanted to gc
bed with him."
Darlene heaved an exasperated scream. "Well, that's the last time I
count on you for anything. I knew you didn't want to go witt
bloke. I expected a little help for you at least. I'm only eighteen
Dolly."
"All the more reason you might have wanted to go to bed witi-
him. How do you expect me to read your mind."
I couldn't believe my ears. "Now calm down you two and tell mi
the story from the beginning."
Darlene brightened. "Well, we went to the nightclub and Loch
bought me the nicest dinner. The meat was so good, but he wouldn'i
let me eat it, Evie. He kept taking my hand and the meat was getting
cold. I just wanted to eat, for God's sake. I was starved!..
"And the music was so good. We danced for a long time and ther
they invited us over for coffee and we thought we might as well go
it was so late anyway."
10
hiscirawen- ••"" -•»-«—
s walking about the room in nothing but his undershorts. I
Jknow what to do, Evie."
j | was in Tom's room when we were talking. I knew he
"i to sleep with me so I started to get mad. I told him I didn't
' as like that and I started to stalk out the door. Then I thought
offended him, poor dear, and I went back to talk with him
1 more and explain."
ce more my eyes rolled in their sockets. God, Dolly, stay mad
• once in your life.
•And Lochis said he wanted to sleep with me and I told him I
jn'twant to. I told him I wanted to sleep with Dolly and he said,
Itutdo you want to do that for?' And then he started making out
e I was a Lesbian. Bloody cheek!"
Yes, he was just doing that so you would prove you weren't by
sex with him, you see," said Dolly. "You shouldn't have
•anded him, dear."
But I'm not a Lesbian. There's no reason he should think that
ecause I wanted to sleep with you. It was because I didn't want
p with him —"
"So what did you end up doing?" I asked, frantic with suspense.
"Well, I went into the living room and Dolly was already asleep on
tie couch so I slept on the floor right next to her and in the morning
Kcame home. They were still asleep."
'Yes, I'm so afraid they'll come back to find us. Do you think
thty will? We really made them quite angry. And that Lochis is a
boxer,you know."
"Yes, Lochis was hopping mad when I left him. He said this al-
iys happened when he brought more than one girl home."
"And they know that we're staying in this hotel. I think we should




"Don't worry about them," I said. "They missed th
happened to them before. They won't come back i
might do well to go back to Athens, though."
"Yes, I'm quite sick of this place. I don't think |
here another day after what's happened. I really don't*
"But I'm going to sleep now. I'm so tired."
"Yes, Dolly. Take a foreign tummy pill, for heaven's <
to bed.
"Yes, we must have a nap. Oh, my own little bed." Darl
and slipped between the sheets in her frilly, white nightie
Reflecting upon the situtation, I unfortunately blurted
know the one thing I don't understand, Dolly, is how
possibly think that Darlene wanted to go to bed with Loch
insane! I knew you wouldn't do it. I was putting her in your f
was depending on you to stop the whole thing by getting
putting your foot down."
to
"Well, how was I to know she didn't want to? You all extv
be some kind of prophet just because I'm older than you S
do what she wants. I don't see how you expect me to know wh;
wants to do when she probably doesn't even know herself."
"That's silly, Dolly. Of course I didn't want to go to bed with h
You should have known that."
"You two are always ganging up on me. You talk about me behir
my back and expect me to know things I can't possibly know. V
you're a little older, I hope you'll be able to see how juvenile you'n
being. On the whole, I think I've been the least selfish one o
trip and you're always tearing into me. Well, you're no friends o
mine." Dolly hunched down in her bed and drew up the sheet.
Tears stung my eyes. In a trembling voice, I said, "Well, I've just
got one thing to say, if I might, and that is that I have tried. Eve
since this trip began, I have tried to get along with you, Dolly, and I
just can't try any harder. You make me cry and nothing I can do
seems to do any good. I've tried the hardest I can to be a friend tc
you and all I get back is 'You're no friend of mine.' I'm sorry you
feel that way. There's nothing more I can do."
"Oh, Evie. I know. I'm sorrry, dear. You're my friend."
I took out my beloved East and read the last few pages. I close
the cover and looked over at beautiful little Darlene. She was asleep
on her side, with her thick, dark hair spread out like wings behind
her against the whiteness of her pillow. From the bed beside me, I




nulls up the zipper on the child's coat, kisses him on
H he runs out the door. He goes to the swingset, unzips
his arms, grabs the chains, and pulls himself up onto
He looks up at the house, and sees his mother watching
ndow. He pulls the zipper up to about where it was, and
nine his legs. He strains, and gradually gains momentum
t where he is swinging as high as the bar from which he is
' At this point, the force which keeps the chain taut loses to
of gravity. The chain gets loose, and he comes down with a
\s swinging, when a friend comes over, gets on the
-swing, and asks why he swings that way.
hoys' are now in their twenties. They sit in the living room of
tment and recall the hours spent on the swingset. They talk
the songs they used to make up. They laugh over one song
a fat, crazy lady named Mrs. Mullino. She would come into the
Ivard during recess, and scare the kids away. They used to tease
nd run away, because they didn't want to be touched by a fat,
i-py, dirty, crazy, lady.
The two boys, now in their twenties, are sitting in the apartment,
ailing the hours spent swinging and making up songs like the one
bout Mrs. Mullino, the fat, crazy lady. There are no lights on in the
iving room. The kitchen barely illuminates their faces while they




bV Nancv iLiving in a wheelchair meant everything and nothing t
Early Easter morning she wheeled up and down betwee
jonquils, depositing one hundred dozen colored eggs sn
one gently and counting, making sure that every twelfi
uncooked. In four hours sixty-two children would be runn'
her lawn. Resting by the forsythia, Eva let the heavy scent'
nostrils and sink to her stomach, waiting for the plover t
down to his scream, "kill-deaah kill-deaah kill-deaah kill-dea
insistence of the screech pleased her immensely, it would b
hunt.
The sun breaking through the mist brought fragments that
even languished in her memory. Many, many years ago, long h
Eva found power in her throne, at a time when the chair
almost a burden to her, she spent three months in I reland. She
at the mineral spa in Listdonvarna, though more from her fat!
insistence than from any private hope of curative powers. Perhat
a moment or two she was lulled by the soft pull of the saying t
young American girls never leave the country, that they stay to ha\s for Irishmen. Young Eva could spend few dreams on r
mance, though at times she watched the eyes of Irishmen, lookin
for the fine dark ones, the ones put in by sooty fingers.
She hoped for some small twinkle, some magic promise but sh
would find nothing, and would turn instead to the old broken ballad
singers and their drunken songs of misaligned marriage nights and
vengeful faery brides. A later generation of American visitors might
call them poets, but they were dark and ragged men, and she loved
them for their rancorous voices that rose and mingled with sweat and
stout in corners of public houses, etching out the last wail of a
culture to weary to resurrect.
An' ha, he found th' faery in hi' bed!
O he burn'd an' lurch'd t' kiss, t' hug,
an' closed an eye for maidenhead -
Aye, she turn'd - h' found a SLUG!
Eva would listen, cold and eager, thinking of the strange creatures!
Patrick forgot about when he purged the snakes from his countr\h a shamrock.
She would tire of the spa and the brisk attendants who seemed t<
lurk on every bench and pathway, always wanting her for "a si
walk" or "a little stroll", or for some inane club where membe
14
h a tiny fraction of a mile. And when she grew to
ening progress, she would take her excursions; after a
" her braces under her cushion, she would wheel up
? Road to watch the slugs come out.
huge inches long, and she would love them for their
ftheir unabashed ugliness coating the bottom of every
lf hower. She would watch them roll from their dark
in the loam to roll and spread themselves over stone
•Hewalks, making it impossible for pedestrians to follow
I gait. Some would lose their nonchalance at that last
"hie moment, and swinging a leg out hard from a knee, would
, f|aj| for balance. Young women and pregnant mothers
raeeed half-steps, locking their knees and bobbing their
, ild taKe °°
I like huge ridiculous pigeons.
atched slyly, coldly. She would decide that slugs were infin-
better than snakes, that they were braver, more open, and she
f ncied that St. Patrick knew very well what he forgot. The
r excited her a bit, and more and more she wanted to leave
and more and more she wanted to take this Ireland home
jilt SP"1'
her.
She jumped at the Killdeer's sudden halt, and decided to travel
cross a dozen parishes to go to Mass at St. Pat's.
"Stonelock!"
With no immediate answer, she reached for her bleeper, checking
*rself as a large, moonfaced man appeared from the toolshed.
"Yes Miss Freeh."
"9:30 Mass on the corner of Woodlawn and Briskett."
"Yes M'am." Jason Stonelock did not question this sudden inter-
est in religion, after the first week he learned not to ask, and after
twenty-five years of service he usually forgot to wonder.
"Have the car ready in thirty minutes," she said with her back to
him, wheeling toward the house.
Jason had grown accustomed to her strange ways. He had bought
the eggs himself, he had watched her pick out the largest and had
probably felt her eyes on his back as he put the rest in the pots.
There was nothing he could do and he stood big and dumb among
the flowers.
When the doors of the elevator opened onto the basement, Eva
touched her wheels with the cool, brute tenderness of an athlete
before a meet. She moved oddly, giving her wheels a strong push, she
folded her arms in her lap, letting them roll to themselves, and she
her weight to turn them toward the cupboard where, for
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thirty years, her braces had hung like horsethieves nr
examples.
She was coming to gloat over her secret prisoners
laugh at them on this great day of triumph and she want
legs hang there too, and they would be dead, dead, fjna|i
she laughed at Easters and everything innocent, at \s and children with dreams. Her chair rolled s'lo\v|
that moment when momentum falls back on itself, ancj !
waited with her chin up, knowing just how far her wheel.
without her.
It crept toward a depression in the floor, and Eva held h
suddenly hoping the wheels would cease. Down they rolled
the momentum to climb the other side, and they rolled ba!
again and down, over and over again, never gaining the mo me
escape and never losing it to stop. She grew dizzy, fear
moment that the wheels had taken on their own minds th
would roll and roll and wrench her hands from their surface
tried to interfere. The sudden tensing of long dormant muse
dull pains though her legs, and a sob grew from her thighs, try,
push through an old and cramped up body. But the chair trernbl
a halt, and Eva relaxed, slumping her body for a moment
drawing herself up. The cupboard loomed before her, and E
angry at her own, brief lapse into fear. But when she saw tl
hanging the old gloat came back to her. "We'll show you,"she<
"Teach you a thing or two about wheels." And though she had
planned for it, she took them down and folded them under
cushion.
She was late for Mass, and her full composure returned assf
rolled up the aisle to the choir's "Gloria in Excelsis Deo;" am
horror of the usher in the back, she rolled all the way to th.
parking herself between the communion rail and the congregation.
Behind her, a small child crawled between her father's legs a-:
pulled on her mother's new pink suit.
"Momma is that her?" she said, and Ellen Gillespy looked fro-
Eva Freeh down to her daughter, "Yes, April, now hush up and
at your holy picture book."
The child purposely sat herself on the pew between her parent
and peered eagerly at the dull greying hair of the woman in front
her. So she's going to have the egg hunt! Eggs, she knew sometrr:
about eggs, Morrie Anderson had told her about eggs and sor
thing else, that she had the eggs and he had the something els
and, and then she couldn't remember. But she knew that therewi
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bbage patches, and that Morrie's mother had a big
had 1";> ̂
going
ancj babies, and that Morrie had said
was tne bjg wonderful secret of life. And
an egg hunt and she knew there were no Easter
P ster Eggs, but they were cooked and you ate them
babies and all of a sudden April Gillespy didn'tonly
£PneVer more
^ e up into the epistle, "What you sow does not come
'dies," and perhaps the mouth of Ellen Gillespy hung
ne from some special religious awe. But her husband
manager for William A. Freeh & Co., whose owner was
es is grubby little Kirkwood church, right in front of her,
the fashionable churches of Clayton, and no doubt little
utive pride or fear were racing through Ellen's wively
turned her eyes to her husband, who seemed to be listen-
ed gives it a body as he was chosen, and to each kind of
n body." A smile grew on her face, and perhaps it seemed
hat she had married a brilliant man, for with Eva Freeh
n he was being a stable man, a God-fearing family man. She
- shoulders back." And so it is with the resurrection of the
i What is sown is perishable, what is raised is imperishable. It is
in dishonor, it is raised in glory. It is sown in weakness and
I jn power." Ellen smiled kindly on Eva, and piously bowed her
as if to pray that this poor crippled woman would save her
v from a sloppy neighborhood, from all the Andersons and
Hlers who crowded her life with foul language and loud, irreverent
i Jren.
Eva forgot the Gillespys moments after she rolled to a halt. She
wognized Frank from a vaguely remembered annual report. He
:ould be a weaver for all she cared, his name was only one on a list of
brty people who knew of her, who had small children for her grand
ottery of uncooked, unfertilized eggs.
She listened to the priest eagerly, greedily, wanting to wring the
et drop of irony from this gorgeous day. The Mass was good, oh so
tat; and now with the priest saying, "each will be a Lazarus in one
mh the risen Lord: 'I am the resurrection and the Christ!'" Eva
Jnost laughed outright, but the words faded and she recalled a line
»re sweet: "If anyone walks in the night, he stumbles." And yes,
te wanted them to stumble, to slip and fall and roll with their faces
"slugs, and she wanted to see all children fall with eggs dripping
•wi their limbs, lost and forgotten in the horrible rollings of the
PBe. She wanted no less than an apocalypse, a huge catastrophe
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of children crying for their lost hopes and drea
everything, for the end of love and hope and S '' f°r the
she the poor old cripple woman, would seem unbea'r u?8 b%
all the young parents flailing out for some evil t
would put the rent in their perfect lives
broken by children who no longer believed in r 7 '
white Easter Bunny, and their future would darke ^ ̂
stumble through their lives without love, without to,
away from the lost childhoods of their children
hope to sustain them. And her mind reeled faster
ragged ballad singers sang and laughed with her, and
,^ L ,. e s i
00 ~"~-^, wvci ueaa oodies, and shT
the whole world in to watch her defile every secret, dash e
of every young lover. And her mind went faster still
toward some dark, cold center, until she frightened even hers*
Sweat clammed on her brow, and her legs ached horribl
thirty years Eva had known them to be her only enemies ;
she fought them, purging the life from them, relaxing only'Wni
felt certain the last bit of sensation had dripped from her toe
mind sharpened like that of a general before a losing battle, a
realized with a start that she must temper the intensity of hero
Her mind was fixed on self control as she turned without think
and rolled down the center aisle, past the people lining up force
munion, and she swore to herself that she would watch the h
coldly, without interest.
April pulled on her mother's pink sleeve, saying, "Momma wh.
she leaving," and Ellen Gillespy stared toward the door, as i'
to believe that the woman had passed without even a nod of recog'
tion.
Parents were already pulling their sobbing children toward th
cars when they arrived, but before Ellen could demand "what
going on," April broke from her grip, and Jason Stonelock approa,
ed from the porch, his large, dumb hands stretching outward.
"M'am please go home m'am there's been a terrible mistake,"a
before he could finish, Ellen saw tears welling in his eyes, and
er screaming girl flew by, close enough for Ellen to catch the flash <.
two large yellow handprints on her dress.
"Please m'am go fetch your child."
Her face fell, as if she understood that there would be no prorr
tions lurking behind this Easter, then drawing herself to a storm
maternal rage, she turned to find her daughter.
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, 2S she wanted to find them and she looked in the
fil *anteCl ouse, but there were no eggs so she moved back
and'the jonquils, back toward the pond, and down
the tul'F ^ fnlind an egg. It was red and red was a pretty
* forsyth'3
,. the
she found  . It  r   r    r tt
there was more to eggs than red, so she scratched
N|i'fte underneath, just like the eggs in the refrigerator.
want refrigerator eggs, she wanted the secret kind of
.derful secret of life egg. She put the red egg in her
t to find more eggs, and finding a blue one, scratched
|| the while it was white. When she found the green,
iurple eggs she didn't even bother to scratch, and she
' rjght where she was, in the mud, because she was
ta l l the eating eggs.
, u,een sitting with both eyes shut for nearly forty minutes,
tape of the Killdeer's plaintive cry, the soft "dee-eeu dee-
Hee-eeu dee-eeu," through her head, over and over again, to
other noises. But she could feel the wind, insistent, blow-
t ner legs, never stopping, and she felt a tingle and she did
it it. It surged and she fought it, wanting to purge sensation
her thighs, wanting it to glop thickly from her knees, down her
until the last trace dripped from her toes. But it would not,
a rebellion of thirty years rose in her legs and she felt the secret
from her control and she was afraid, horribly afraid, and grab-
ncher wheels she fought the pain, growing helpless, utterly helpless
uinst it. A form approached her, came closer, painfully close.
"Where are the eggs?"
"It's only a child, only a child, only a child," mumbled, moist and
•urful.
"What did you say . . .? I said, 'where are the eggs. . .?' Are you
deep?" April poked her thigh, "Aren't you the egg lady?" She
] a moment and trounced back to her eggs. Eva opened her
j slit and watched, frightened; veins bulged from her brow.
April decided to get inside the eggs and look, even though they
were the eating kind. She shook each one, and the red one and the
green one gurgled but the yellow, blue and purple ones did not, so
*e put them in two piles and looked at the colors, red-green and
blue-yellow-purple. The sky was blue and there were purple and
Bellow flowers, and the grass was green but there wasn't any red
round, so she picked up the blue egg and cracked it against her knee
«her mother cracked the white ones in the frying pans she could
«ver see. It was jelly white and crumbly yellow inside and she knew
was the hard eating kind, and she grabbed the red one because she
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knew it was different. And she cracked it and it
and she giggled because it tickled, and she wanted
tween her fingers but not just yet. She cracked the E ' Squish n
both together in her dress, and she looked closer anc
between the clear and the yellow, and she wondered if*
secrets. She stirred the eggs and tried to grab one but
she laughed. And she laughed because they felt so wet
lifting one to her knee she laughed and it dripped, and"^ 
and squished it on her thigh and it broke and ran' 1
smearing it on her leg, and doing the other one she'laughe'





. y |0ng and restless under the glare of the station's
•tn the energy of people awkwardly boarding. Steam
a''ve undercarriages of the cars, and drifted down the plat-
i j:— n,^+^A ;.-, tUoir hoH <-»f rail I ikp a plantsteel discs grated in their bed of rail. Like a giant
mrv from another world, the train poised before
an ernis , . „ . , _ : __
dried.
Eva could stand it no more and cried out "My Childi1
and,/ ~ 'UHJ! jp.wanted the pain and she wanted it back, and her young knigh
back to her, all the tears, all the hands that never touched h
she cried, remembering the slow awful walk, the heavy ̂
awful clanking braces, and everything rushed and hurt and sr
"O Child, Child!". And she heard nothing but clanks and thi
+ Urt •£-» j-/^ -,«^J «.*«- nt ,,~..~~ .--i » • •
 ud
saw the faces and eyes of young men who only looked with pi
npvpr tnnrhprl anH pwprv thinrr hurt in/4 rv~,-,.-«J 1 .never touched, and every thing hurt and roared and she k *
would stop only if she could get up, and fell, screaming ".
Child" and she saw faces over her, and cried, touching the w
leg of the child.
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The grwt
,  m is-'"- /
to the black opening of the Spanish night.
, my coffee, and glanced at my watch. Ten minutes till
I decided to board early, and seek out a secluded, empty
nt I pa'd mv kiH> S'un8 mY bag over my shoulder, and
toward the train.
found that travelling light was the most convenient way to
my first trip I had gradually reduced what I carried to what
n , e(j the essentials. I was down to ten pounds now, in the
' sma|| pack. I carried food, a few changes of clothes, and a
;.• •
as with a small sense of superiority, then, that I threaded my
hrough the platform of burdened people, struggling to get their
suitcases, and parcels onto the departing train. I stepped up
/second-class compartment, and boarded the train.
•inding an empty compartment was usually difficult. I now
ked several cars, examining each glass enclosed space. I realized that
„ if I found one, that was no guarantee that it would remain
rt More often than not, someone would see me sitting alone and
vjdeto join me, unaffected by my stare of territorial right.
I continued my search, turning down groups of old women, fami-
(, and typical tourist types. At first I had enjoyed stumbling onto
Americans, but lately it had become tedious. It was always the
questions, the same answers. Now I avoided them. Tonight,
•owever, I hadn't seen any. I felt as if I were the only American in
Madrid.
I tried to conceal the fact that I was an American. Of course,
could still tell, there was no denying that. All I had done was
to eliminate those things that seemed the most conspicuously and
•issly American to me. I fancied myself an international man.
tfter walking several more cars I found an empty compartment. I
y took it, sliding the glass door closed behind me. It was a
compartment, with the glass door on one side, and a window
"the other. I opened the window full, and breathed in the station
;jr, full of the friction of people on the move, sweat, leather, and
* food and the heavy, black scent of the train's thick lubrica-
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tion. The engine was connected, and the shock
coupled cars. I saw people exchange final hugs.
I settled back on the seat next to the window A
train would sluggishly rouse, extend itself, stretch and
niffhf Tho ™- |d then be mine until th*
''t f"]"lr\
my paper, and began On the
I had just glanced it over once
and a large, looming black
j —
,jed
w|edgement, and the small man smiled.
r He comes to study in Europe. He thinks iti.
the "* .:
*tharl ll 'S odded, and the African continued.
>H ̂ ""e same country, we are brothers. So I helped him
nd to live in Europe. Is that not right?" he asked
'aand paused. "Where are you from?" he asked me.
and smiled at my own witticism.
7" asked the smaller man.






up slowly. "What?" I said
Ah, American," he said. "Good 'good " TI,-
he stepped out the door, and down
doinhere
Where do you live?" repeated the small man.
)U know the States?" I asked him.
times" said the African. "I have been to
s"*ws5^=«is ••sr.rrE=?:Ei;=r']people I
found it a bother.
found traveHed with
to




vthing is very large, and everybody's rich. That is Ameri-
a|| over the world. I have been to Asia. Have you
over here."
The little man
lifted one to the .,
took the bag with
, listen.
iana, dnu KJ ""••
olace with many, many people, and things happening all
.'. . . . — . . .
••| have, i i i a n x —
ooor country. There are too many people, too little food. This
Asia's problem. They make very little progress. That is why you
j to go to Vietnam."
"I didn't. I've never been to Asia," I said.
"Ah, yes. H, ha. I see. But America did," he replied. "Ah, we are
' to the rack, but couldn't m.n, Our car jerked, caugnt, ana puneu .
 an air of c Tu °ther The first m in to turn beneath us. Outside the window the station glided past,
rack. He then told the other to sit J^^ * Casily into' Sowly the train picked up speed, and soon the station was replaced
These two would be with me all n lburban >*ndscaPe> shrouded in night.r°--^^^
r̂ p™
Am^carst^nt3"5' N''gerianS' travellln« t0 F™ce, and you are,
tlon!'"1 n0t 3 StUdCnt'" ' »'"• and -i'ed at my own lack of reso,,
not'h'ke Sop^Th,?0- Thf " Why WC travel wl* you. We do
him ,., ., nS' Thls ls mV friend's first trip to Europe, so I helpi  out.
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r, a suburban la dscape, shrouded in night.
, quietly said goodbye to Spain. The trip had been a good one. I
lud spent several days wandering the streets of Madrid, practicing my
Spanish. Franco had recently died, and the city was alive with the
new sense of freedom, excitement, and change brought on by his
:^ing, and the recent demonstrations. I had spent one afternoon
quietly watching the police battle proponents of change with tear
is. The whole country shook itself awake after the forty year slum-
*r of oppression, and a new fever began to sweep over the ancient
tod. Not that I cared about politics. I didn't. I would have still come
^n if Franco hadn't died. I just didn't care about things like that.
I did care about was language, and I had come to hear it
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spoken. I had listened to their practiced lisp, and tried t
priding myself on the way I ordered cerveza. But now I '
ed; travelling always did this to me. All I wanted wast
London in a hot bath, melting the layers of filth awav
don't say this as an excuse, but merely as a description of
mind. I was mentally and physically exhausted.
The train continued to roll and soon we were into the
of the arid Spanish countryside. The first African continu
on about his experiences, and knowledge, and about the hi
his companion. Most of his travelling had co
e wen h
the merchant marines. There was no telling his age, or the a
experience he had had. In fact, there was no telling anythir
him. He was a very confident type, and talked endlessly 0
himself, and about his companion. I found myself doubting
what he said, if only because he was so self-awirpH
stuck his head in the door, and the African, still
sodas- He^ ̂ ^ wjth a short burst of curses.
t**6' W3V not want any of what you have," he said.
! ontinued on, unaffected. The African now turned to his
The man c°n
• h are very stupid. That is why they are nowhere in the
.•The Spar"Tnjs is what you must know, this is how you must act.
,rid t°day' - f Vou are the inferior one. Look at me. Your English
n o ta c t a s ' . , : - , r t u h a t | tftn vou -y>
-,.-:
_ , .« wu u uiybCIT
lf- ssured.
With the other, smaller man I felt much more at ease. He
boy, or seemed so, he was so in awe of Europe. He spoke Ijttl
appeared to be intelligent. Nevertheless, he was totally cowed
larger friend.
The conductor came by to check tickets and passports. I gavel
my passport, he looked it over, stamped it, and then gave it bad
the meantime, the African had his friend searching through theb
The smaller man found them, and handed them to him.
"Here are our passports," said the African, handing the books t
the official. "Everything is in order."
The man looked at the books.
"This is routine," the African reassured his friend.
"Where are you going?" asked the man.
"What? London. We are going to London."
"You'll have to get visas before you enter France."
"Yes. We know that. Thank you."
"That will beat Irun."
"I have travelled this way before. I know all you say."
The man handed the passports back and left. The African w
excited now; his eyes danced around the room, and he gestured
wildly as he addressed his friend.
"This man is an idiot. He is stupid like the rest of the Spanish. H
is a minor official, not important, and he tries to tell me what todc
Idiot!"
A food vendor, a small, dark man, with deep brown eyes, pushi
his cart down the aisle of the train, peddling rubbery sandwichesar
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this is what I tell you.'
,ffered
,y ' OH"""
A vou not listen. I waste my time on you I think. Perhaps I
ID you any more," the African told him, and paused.
lish must be good. It must be best. What do you expect?
[ to Europe with no English, no university, and you think it
your lap? The white man does not give such things away.
\e will take advantage of you. That is why I protect you, and
,* u." He paused. "Get me my sweater."
small man, who had sat nodding his head through all this,
H up and pulled the suitcase down. He opened it, rummaged
eh it, and pulled out the sweater. Then he put the bag back,
^ggling to reach the rack.
e African grew suddenly calm, accepting his sweater without
fiment. He fixed his gaze on his friend, and waited for him to sit.
hen he was seated, the African began.
•This is what I tell you. The European will try to order you
i, but you must show him that he cannot do it, for he is old
and weak, and we are young and strong. Because he is white, it is in
ood. He will think you inferior because you are black, and he
ry to make you his slave. This is the way of Europeans for
eds of years. But we are free people now, and he will only
.'d if you let him. You must stand up to the European and show
timyou will be no slave." He sat back to catch his breath, and the
man continued to stare at him, absorbing his advise, waiting for
At next outburst.
This speech made me feel uneasy, and vaguely irritated. After all, I
«a whiteman, even though I wasn't European. My first reaction
5 to take issue with it, but arguing would accomplish nothing, I
°uld see that. Besides, there was truth in what he said. History had a
JV of putting me on the weak side of arguments. There was nothing
o but admit the cruelty and injustice of your ancestors, which by
^cation made you a better man. But still you had to atone for
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their transgressions, perhaps by continually losing are
these types of arguments, however, and so I avoided th"
I saw that the abrasive African would never have anv
prejudice. He would continue to confront it even wh *
exist, and he would come through all unscathed, supr
and insulated by the thick crust of his ego. The other
had less confidence in. He would be oppressed all his'lif
a matter of politics, or of races, but of individuals.
The tirade against.Europeans was now over. The Afri
ting back, relieved for the moment of his sense of injustii
need to school his friend. It was hard tn rWar~:--
effec.. „„„ ,,a,u to uetermme the effecta'"speech on the smaller man. He had been attentive to the
every word, nodding his head slowly as proof of hk ^—
After a few moments, the African started up, pulled down
the bags, and opened it. His hand made a quick search of t|
tents, and emerged grasping a vial.
"My medicine," he explained to me when he saw me wat
him. "For to sleep."
He turned to his friend and said, "Get me water. I cannot u
these without water."
The small man looked puzzled.
"There is water in the bathroom," I said, "Try there."
"Yes. The bathroom. Bring me water. Cold water."
The small man rose and left the compartment. I wasnowalom
with the African. There was an awkward pause, and then he spoke
"Do not think my friend and I hate all white men."
"I don't."
"It is only those who would exploit us, those who are . . ."
"Imperialists."
"Yes, imperialists. This my friend must learn and I mustteac
You see, my friend is very naive. I found him in Morocco, waitingfo
the boat. He was very confused. As a countryman, he naturally turn:
to me, and so I help him out. He did not know which way logo.I
help him to reach Spain, and I tell him about Europe. So far eve
thing goes good."
"Why not let him learn for himself?"
"You joke," he laughed and slapped my knee. "But no, no,
must need me, for this is his first time to Europe. There is much I
has to learn."
"Like I said, he could learn them on his own."
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n? | am his brother, I do him no harm."
•°n h i Shirnl ikea slave," I said.




stepped into the room then, empty handed.
'" he said apologetically, and held out his hands as if to
, w ter,
• water," the African said. "Try again."
iust about to leave when I spoke.
The ma" ̂ ^ „
I have water.
A my pack and pulled out a plastic canteen which I had
[after several dry nights of travelling.
emembered," I said, and handed the container to the
JS"You can take whatever you have with this."
hey are laxatives," he said. "For to sleep."
k the pills and chased them with a slug of my water. Then
led the container back to me. I recapped it, and put it away.
all man had remained standing at the door during our ex-
. The African now told him to sit, which he did.
,vas not anxious to continue our previous conversation, and so I
led the African's look. After a while of sitting in silence, he
j across and took the newspaper from where it lay by my side,
and began to leaf through it.
"Ha Ha! Listen to this, my friend," he shouted at me, suddenly
starting up. "In a comment released yesterday to coincide with the
opening of the Third World summit in Addis Ababa, the French
foreign minister acknowledged the claims of underdeveloped coun-
tries, stating that 'it is time all countries of the world work together
for economic progress.' Acknowledged the claims. Ha Ha! That is
because it is to France's advantage."
"Certainly it is to France's advantage," I said, indignant at his
cynicism. "It is to the world's advantage, also. Everyone will benefit
from increased cooperation."
"So why is it that everyone suddenly recognizes it? No, you are
wrong, my friend. It is not to our advantage to cooperate, for if we
do, nothing will change. It is from a position of power that we will
bargain, and then we will get what we need. It is our power which
makes France acknowledge us." He picked up the paper again. "Ha
Ha! Listen to this — 'The purpose of the summit is to fuse economic
nds between the countries involved, but it is doubted that political
Differences can be overcome to achieve this.' Ha Ha! That is what the
European would like to think."
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"No doubt they know what they are talking about "
Herald Tribune had been my bible since I came abroad I
best crossword puzzle. "This is an international paper
the best journalists in the world, informed, objective
had often fancied myself a journalist, it was my desire t
I admired the standards set by the Tribune.
"You are naive, then," the African answered. "This i
newspaper, written by white men. They cannot understa'
countries of the world, their sympathies lie with their o
"They are objective reporters, they have no sympathies " P
"Everyone has sympathies."
"It is your sympathies which blind you to the truth."
"As do yours."
"That is absurd," I said, and grabbed the newspaper ba
him. He offered no resistance, responding with a half sm
folded the paper to the puzzle, and pretended to concentra
it. The smaller man had quickly lost interest in our conversatio
had gone back to staring out the window.
I suddenly felt sorry for him. I wished that I could somehow
him. I quickly checked myself, however. It was nice to thinks
one should be free, but then again it wasn't my responsibilit\d at most I would be with these people till morning, and th
would see them no more. I would say goodbye to them, and de$n
what I was thinking, things would remain the same.
The three of us sat like this for about an hour. I made a feebk
attempt at the puzzle and finally abandoned it. The little man coo
tinued .to stare out the window, occasionally glancing at his friend
who sat staring off into space.
The African was the first to break the silence. He rose, stretched
and informed his friend he was going to sleep.
"Get me the blanket," he said. He spoke slower now, slurring hi
words.
The smaller man stood and reached for the bag.
"Not that one. Idiot . .. yes, yes . .. now bring me the blanket.1
While the small man fumbled through the bag for the blanket, the
African removed his shoes, and reclined full length upon the seat,
resting his head on one of the provided pillows. His friend found the
blanket, and gave it to him.
"Now the light. I cannot sleep with it on."
It looked as if we would all sleep. The man turned off the light,
and the darkness of the Spanish plain poured in. I put down my
paper, and decided to try to get some sleep. I had to share tf
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the smaller man, so I pulled down the armrest
.* c°uch u ictly half. I rolled up my jacket for a pillow,
«ve ̂  ea° H wn I must have lain like this for a half an hour,
UP and laYth the 'rhythm of the train, listening to the whirr of
ocking w.t he J^ ̂  ̂  gent|e anjma, , CQuld near
heels benea.n " , comfortable beside me. He took off his
5" **" mnartrnent filled with the dank odor of dried sweat.
I a*1 the c P .̂̂  whjch had the events of my journey
: l l 02-N , soft solution, with the African towering as a
v nlixiP8 '"il refusing to be absorbed. The deathly still body
iground ' heean to snore and I realized sleep would not come.
Celled up in me for the comfort of the African, and
of his obsequious friend. I killed them both many
mind. Sleep was impossible now, I was too worked up. I
*
t*Pfd * ^tmenVweTe quiet now. I went and stood between
'" hove the coupling mechanism, straddling it, with one foot
the metal platforms which terminated the cars, and acted
each OT _ u/hictlftd through this no man's land,elink to the next. The wind whistled through this no man's land,
swirled around my head. I concentrated on keeping my balance,
first one and then the other car jumped and rocked beneath me.
i. feet were thrown ahead of and behind each other, apart and then
oeether again. I rocked on the soles of my feet, and absorbed the
's' mechanical dance. I wanted more then anything to be home in
my own bed.
The small man passed through on his way to the John. I stepped
aside to let him pass, and we acknowledged each other with a slight
smile.
On his way back, he stopped in front of me, and looked at me
with the inborn passivity of his dark brown eyes.
"Do you have money you can give to me?" he asked. His English
was bad, and his voice was obscured by the roar of the wheels be-
neath us, but I knew what he was asking for. I reached in my pocket,
and then checked myself.
"If I give you money, you will give it to your friend?"
"Yes."
"Your friend is no good," I blurted out. "He is worse than the
white man." I paused. "Does he tell you to ask me for money?"
"Yes, we have none."
I hated him for making this guy do it.




"No, no!" I made myself heard above the machine "u
you. You are his slave. Slave!"
He understood this time.
"No," he said. "He teaches me. How to live in Euro
friends."
"He teaches you wrong. He teaches you to be his slave
live in Europe. He is not good." My voice rose as I felt the n
it all, and wanted to take him, and shake him, and make h
stand. "Man, I'd kill the son of a bitch if he ever did it to w
y*are ever to be free you must be rid of him."
He stared at me with bewilderment, uncertain of how
believe, or what to think of the maniac American, screaming
while the train plunged on through the dark night of the <
countryside.
"You will give money?" he asked.
I threw up my hands in frustration, and he flinched.
"Yes, yes," I said. "To you, not to him. He is against everythi
stand for. You have a right to be free, just as I do. So take it."
I wanted to know what was going on behind his stolid face, but
just stared at me, the yellow rims of his eyes luminous, his \g slowly. I stared back. He turned and walked back to tl
compartment.
I wondered why I had bothered to involve myself. My civilize;
raving on freedom and rights and exploitation, all of it politics,
politics. What was funny was that I had meant it. It had stn
oddly as the words left my mouth, as if I were someone else
ing, but the more I thought of it, the truer it sounded. It had si
ly mattered very much to me, and I wanted it to matter to hii
this last was a foolish hope.
I ground out my cigarette, and went back to the compartmen:
threading my way between the outer wall of moving plain, and th{
darkened string of glass cubicle. All was quiet now, except i
blind rhythm of our shared movement. I reached our compartment
dark also, and before I stepped in I saw a shadow move across tl
glass divider. The small man was standing over the African with
pillow in his hand. I sank back to the far wall, and watched as hi
slowly lowered the pillow over his friend's face.
I leapt forward with the horror of my realization, but caugt
myself before I reached the door. I sank back again to the far w
and my mind pictured a myriad of far off places I could be, ;
stood and stared. A thousand times I started up but stood frozei
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huge timberous legs begin to writhe, striking out at the
far corner. The little man pressed the pillow with
th deeper and deeper, down into the contour of the
-ant outline of the African's face rode the crest of that
and I felt si** to see tne failing legs slow and drop,
on the seat. The man lifted the pillow and turned and
*fl*''n*' h spell was broken. I realized the African was dead.
If into the room, and closed the drapes. The man stood
„ wjth a shy grin on his face. I went to speak, but
• at
Jj- the man said,
^allowed hard,
'what the hell is freedom?"
" he repeated, but now the grin was gone, he had picked up
in my voice. He stood before me, the sweat illuminating
k face in pools and streaks, painting it with the soft white
f reflected moonlight. I turned and saw the African lying
on the couch, face contorted in a death mask, teeth bared,
;large and yellow, staring.
e man shifted back, and stood silhouetted against the window,
, | ̂  his hand tenatively reach forward.
"Money?"
i choked as he said it. So this is what it all came to — the sweet
icy of my advantage, the soft paper of my influence, and my
ius anger.
With one hand I shoved him down on the seat, as I reached with
the other for my pocket. I drew up a crumpled mass from that
and flung it at him. The red bills swung like descending pen-
julums down, around and on his wrinkled suit. The suit he had put
on for Europe, littered with crimson centavos.
I grabbed my bag and ran from the car, ran until I found a rest-
room. I locked myself in and began to retch. My body heaved in
spasms, as I felt the poison suction clench my bowels, rip up through
my chest and throat, gushing out my mouth a torrent of black bile
and crude, vile green muck pour out and slop into the bowl, a swamp








-Thrown Out Of The Game-
by Heberto Padilla
To Yannis Ritzos in a Greek jail.
fire him!
l*<, have anything to do.
**^n- play the game.
'I have enthusiasm.
.|arify his message.
Lv attention to the miracles.
m"^ U pven F"'
« whole day thinking.
finds something to object to.
fire him!
1'the spoil-sport,
ummertime bad tempered guy
1 dark glasses
£rthe newborn sun.






He only likes the old Armstrong.




But no one makes him
laugh when the show
sgoing on.
Translated from the Spanish by Jose de Armas
Taken from Fuera del Jueqo (Thrown Out of the Game) La Habana^
1966.
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Plumb-Creek In Late Sunlight
You ask me how I feel
I write this poem -
I've built this house against a hillside
where I can watch the birds,
I intend to learn
not to be dominated by ideas.
When birds want to fly,
they fly,
when they want to sleep,
they sleep,
sometimes I feel as free as that,
but I think of my reputation
or get interested in collecting things,
get interested in parties,
in afternoon sherry.
I dream
of Chinese pavilions halfway up some mountain
Wake up needing coffee,
take trouble over the morning mail,
forget to take the phone off the hook.
Satori is rare
you have to be ready for it.
by Sharon Singleton
. nr stars,
^ Face of night






ed in desperate mouths.
'e prey of their dreams,
Id in myself-
. deaths, inviting ghosts
',he orbit of dogs,
hechancreddawn.
drips to yellow dye.
Jning, stale, redundant,
* On trees, scars
, A slow scream
jn the throats of birds.
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"The women all entered the deserted empty house
Went in as one
Not one no not a single one turned around to look behind
They left without regret."*
In the store of my body
faces crumble.
Mouths swallow themselves.
Ears lie together like dead birds.
Hands are released.
Lovers slide from me,
their snail tongues trailing.
I am elegant with pain.
Our thighs stretch and climb.
Breasts rise. Your hand is lace
at my neck. Our lips join.
Small pearls bubble and float.
In the store of my body
a woman waits in dampness
and turns herself out
to lie in my bed.
A Dance Of Stones
, pattern
*Guillaume Apollinaire from "The Musician of Saint-Merry" trr







fjnew none of your poets
.arried them with me
felt them breathing
' |, m the dark next to me




you must think your
secrets will always
be important.
i wish i were the
the stone, i wish
i were the stones beneath
your feet
looking up,
ind territory never mattered.
we were
the space below
the wing-spread of birds.
the space between,
waterplant boys
>t the break of your elbows.
nest in your belly,
tends pressed on windows of skin,
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your face, your bones
my bones sticking up from
the earth like tombstones
or mile markers along a highway.
















the thigh of a dancer.
r.,n and Crane
by William McNaughton










Hands against a screen
scratching.















chick-a-dees calling two notes,
see-saw from branches, lanky
as legs which carry you
flitting in concentration
from corner to mirror to door.
Below windows, you stir
old dusts and your own,
willing as outer-yards,
urging, meeting days,
each one, a wooden stair
I take to the room;
tree creaking.
Pollyanna could climb
twice my time. Lumbering,
I am the brown bear
shaken from hibernation,
hearing trees tip-edge
we label; bud, blossom,
burn, rebuild.
Nest made soft,
I see you certain of caring,




cap red on dirt
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g the bow like a back
crooked as elbows
poping.Mother Goose was quacked,
.and I would not have
tocher way for the days
jou choose to be my companion.
You say my words
wst be as baseball,
baler
Ma pain
nl I am slowed by a thought








Separately, we play all day,
me locked up here in wood
with one eye




wishing I were not desolate
for your sake,
stars explode








You take your rock stance:
eight years of, "I've been around
for eighty," sure-footed sign
of catchers, pitchers, stars
in your clear eye, a promise
of love competition revenge
leave me speechless
as you surge forward;
I praise the sidewalk,
cars come toward us,
bathe you in light
more holy than angels.
Your form a free-sculpture,
a jester's scepter,
microphone tossed









Y ' f torches-
















rf higher up, bending.
are raspy
as night,
,vift but not soon
^ for you, Purple Finch
rung works of flight.
_h far as flags
,ng amethyst sky







Slowed by old stairs,
I wood and leaves.
vJt;r room of sleep.
\m of words and silence.
«nder-red dream boarders





by Mary de Rachewiltz
Think ill?
It hurts too much.
Think well?
You dope.





Kai Gar Onar Ek Dios Estin1
by William McNaughton
Marie Ferdinand de la Croix
^Christian
Ic '̂ner of the Legion of Honor,





i( five knights of the Holy Ghost,
generals;
rid lumping championships; who used to wear
-arf of the 3rd Spahis: has put on weight
.every day in the Bois2
"nly in dreams now does he hear: "Ho keo phao."=
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rom the Iliad by Homer, translated; The Dream Too Comes From
Zeus.
riding area south of Paris.




slicing into the photograph
you severed your left arm
from his grip
<& trimmed close to your head
leaving it tilted to the right
propped against mine
our permanent curls caressing
for less than a minute
my eyes retreated from the sun
glossed print




i discovered his rectangular jaw
squaring into a grin
too broad to fold
into the round antique locket
that beats a muffled staccato
between your breasts.
the triangular cut image
you focussed obtuse
fit perfectly
when i slipped it into the taped corner
of the album page.
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let the cold Buddha bless





















is not my house
I wander as a visitor
I must make
myself at home




I am all sinew, bone, and thought
no insulation where reason resides
the wind leaves cold bruises
I speak






























frame Jesus portrait hung.




She gazes into mystical cookery;
aluminum pot simmers black beans
plantains fry in her iron skillet.
Will husband be home o con su amante?
Stretch marked stomach
tender under her hands.
Metal bars enclose
uterine cell.







Three black strands intertwine.
She looks
into gold plastered mirror
positioned opposite window.
Beyond her tilted head
into vista
aqua sea reaches to cleanse.
-Tarde en el hospital
by Carlos Pezoa Veliz
Id*0 llueve .
duermo.
*Malinche: The woman who, seduced by the Aztec enemy, revei
their hidden gold and by this, saw the crumble ol
Aztec civilization. This seduction of a woman intoti
by a man has historically been referred to in U










"Afternoon in the Hospital"
^td water falls on the fields,
Jfinely, lightly, with grace
^ the water pain falls;
it rains . . .
l»n along in the ample room
,ed, lying sick
idrive away the sadness,
I sleep.
jot the water, tired and light,
to whimpered near me;
gjrtled, I wake;
It rains . . .
Then, faded from grief,
before the immense panorama,
•hile the parched water falls,
I think
i ted from the Spanish
bloanStraub
<rlos Pezoa Veliz (Poesias, Post Modernist Period)
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"Cuadrados y Angulos"




Las gentes ya tienen el alma cuadrada,
ideas en fila
y a'ngulo en la espalda.








The people already have squared souls
ideas in rows
right angled shoulders.
I myself shed a tear yesterday;
Squared, My God, squared.
Alf,
. . .Alfonsina Storni
(El duke dano)








On "As For Poets'^
"Energy is Eternal Delight" - William
Heaven and Hell. What are we to make of this!
world (the U.S., Japan, etc.) approaches an
shortages of oil and electric power (and some
ate gamble with nuclear generating plants) we n
oil and coal are the stored energy of the sun |Ock
plant-life in its cells. "Renewable" energy resources a
flowers and all living beings of today, especially plant-pf
primary work of energy-transfer.
On these fuels contemporary nations now depend R
another kind of energy, in every living being, close to the
but in a different way. The power within. Whence? "D iy
delight of being alive while knowing of impermanence and
acceptance and mastery of this. A definition:
Delight is the innocent joy arising
with the perception and realization of
the wonderful, empty, intricate,
inter-penetrating,
mutually-embracing, shining
single world beyond all discrimination
or opposites.*
*An alternative definition has been suggested by Dr. Edv
Schafer of Berkeley, who describes himself as "an imaginative
unreasonable pedant" (but who is really a scholar of the prosod*
artifacts, the poetry of tools.).
Delight is the sophisicated joy arising
with the perception and realization of
the wonderful, replete, intricate,
rich-reflecting,
uniquely aloof, polychrome




reflected in the poems and songs of the
continuf11^ " the realm Of delight in terms of the
?oet\nt Greek and China both saw as the constitu-
ts that ancient ^ Buddhist phllosophers of
wor At one oint I wasr^cj(;usness, or Mind. t  p i t
V nter ry.th spirit, inspiration; a flow which becomes speech
- the curling back on the same thrust" is close to
• - • • IU...L.: K.\_ |^nnt nr
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- t e rn  u ^.s UM ,...~ ...
nl M. the Japanese word Fushi (bushi I?) — knot, or
^t grain, the word for song.
have a fuel and the heart's fuel is love. The love that
' etry burn is not just the green of this spring, but draws on
nt web of sympathetic, compassionate, and erotic acts that
ind our very existence, a stored energy in our genes and
fossil love a sly term for that deep-buried sweetness
:o conscious thought.
MT is creation, the mud we crawled on; the wash of tides in the
The Water Poet is the Creator. His calligraphy is the trails and
kswe living beings leave in each other; in the world; his poem.
But swallow it all. Size is no problem, a little space encloses a huge
j There, those great whorls, the stars hang. Who can get outside
ie universe? But the poem was born elsewhere and need not stay.
he wild geese of the Arctic it heads home, far above the bor-
jers, where most things cannot cross.
Now, we are both in, and outside, the world at once. The only
place this can be is the Mind. Ah, what a poem. It is what is, com-
pletely, in the past, present, and future simultaneously, seeing being,
and being seen.
Can we really do this? But we do. So we sing. Poetry is for all men
ind women. The power within — the more you give, the more you
have to give — will still be our source when coal and oil are long
gone, and atoms are left to spin in peace.
'Reference to 'As For Poets', A Poem by Snyder found earlier in his
collection Turtle Island.
'Y Snyder, TURTLE ISLAND. Copyright © 1974 by Gary Snyder. Reprinted by
Emission of New Directions Publishing Corporation.
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Joseph Heller's Something Happened and
Problem of Community in Modern An!
""
For those who cherish the hope that this society
more conscious of its collective dependencies and less
its individualistic self interests, Joseph Heller'sSo^ert
offers a fascinating but hardly reassuring vision of Arner'
The single character in Heller's long, frequently repet
is Robert Slocum, a middle aged, upper-middle class coi
ness type who lives in an affluent Connecticut suburb
daughter, and two sons. Something Happened is a mon
Slocum (no one else is allowed to speak in the novel) con
work, his family, and his struggle to discover what has ma<
kind of person he is. And what kind of person is that
Kennedy, reviewing Heller's work for the New Reouhi;-'
&%*•
self begins with his discussion of his
f his life's work is not very attractive.
giVCS u actually does or why he does it.
°f ^hat kind of company it -^employs
Hd|er c|ear|y
are m,tter e[ it seem to r, itter.^ ̂  ̂  represents js a mind|ess
e America « IW ^ nature and status of the em-
where fear < * ( ̂ ^ there are five people of whom
"'in the office wn ^ peop)e ,s afraid of four people
^ r dy r i i  ll '  f t ep^ O'w own and direct it." Much of the
Slocum s |,fe this way: "Bob Slocum is no true friend of a, is confined to his singular pursuit of
He is a woefully lost figure with a nrnfmmH .—*:J , on work is w from
" "in tne « • • " - .ese five people is afraid of four people
'raid- Each c i t and each of these twenty
, overlaps), f' ° total of one hundred and
& *frald HO :rXe ££* * lelst one person. Each of these
' peoP|e *?°t ' nty people is afraid of the other one hundred
^dred 3 H IT f these one hundred and forty-five people are
ineteen, and < ' helped found and build the




"WL, jiutu  i   i  tri  nf i :c r fi  t  ni  bi i i KUIJ
a woefully lost figure with a profound emptiness a ' °n "° h;'rarchy and his need to escape fro  the monotony
.s, grasping, climbing, womanizing, cowardly, sadisti tion of his job by engaging in various sexual adven-
iving, yearning, anxious, fearful victim of the ind3 "P "hates" the entire system, the novel ends with his
;ribable malaHvnf h^inok^ „ u.. _ » Though he nau^ Atvl(>rir,
are
with
One might disagree with Kennedy's assertion that such traitsa nelife for Slocum is
inevitable product of being human but his portrayal of Slocum
think, an accurate one. Slocum is not a happy person. He finds!
comfort or fulfillment in his job, his family, or the communit,
which he lives; in fact, they are the source of his considerable disco
fort and unhappiness. Some might argue that what Heller has done
his novel is present us with yet another example of the vacuity of ox
temporary upper-middle class, corporate life. But what makes So
ething Happened a meaningful intellectual experience and,
historian, a significant document of contemporary society, is
fact of what Robert Slocum is than how and why he seems to
L.:~ it 1 1 - • • • •
e ^^ m> ̂  noyel ends W|th
Th°U8Such is success in Slocum's America.
11
more engaging than his work. "All of us
very well off -. . . in a gorgeous two-story wood
th white shutters on a choice country acre in
off a winding, picturesque asphalt road called Peapond






lonely, and I w» «• •*••" --
get a divorce, and make her unhappier sti
O . . I - _ 4-L* nv
ng,
hate t." About his wife, he si ply notes that
r
AUUUl. i i i-j *» •. ~ .._ r
of those married women who are very, very
don't know what I can make myself do
(excePt UlVUItv, u u ...»
locum and his wife no longer communicate with one another — n
*y ever did. He locks himself in his study and increasingly, she
into alcohol. He has clearly grown tired of her but he is also
he is not terribly motivated towards
• • -I 4.
, . T c*iiu wi iy MC bccrns lo. - , . - - — - -
himself and his condition in the manner that he does. What is ^"having her around so he is not terribly otivated to a
,y drastic change in their relationship. When forced to confront
involving their lives together or their children, they do
any
some issue
"i"i n^ UUC3. VVIIcU IS
portant ,s that Heller allows us to get inside the mind and soul
very disagreeable, disillusioned, and disaffected human being and
ookmg at the world from his perspective he offers us the oppol
ity to perceive the last decade or so in America from a distinct:,: cspective sanctuaries,
vantage point. From the very beginning then when Slocum re™. Isolated rooms and doors are central to the Slocum family e <per-
Somethmg must have happened to me sometime," an historic: ence. Someone is either closing a door on
question is posed and we become joined with Slocum in his quest: J on them. Only Slocum's nine year o
not the kind of selfish, materialistic gnomefind out what it is that has "happened."
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ime issue i l i i  li l m i ui mvn ,..,.. ,
iscuss the matter at all — they go to war and then withdraw into
the Slocum family exper-
uv,i v,. someone else or having it
losed ' ld son, whom he professes
~r -s , ri li ti  
is welcomed in his father's
to love because he ._ —
Slocum, his wife and older daughters are,
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study. His son, who is nameless like all the other n
family except his mentally retarded boy, Derek, ren
and spontaniety which Slocum likes to associate with F
hood and which he believes was present at one stage in
existence. At one point, Slocum exclaims, "I know a
want to be when I grow up. When I grow up I want
boy." Indeed, Slocum's sexual encounters seem dire S *
toward retrieving a kind of excitement and innocence o
he is as unsuccessful in attaining this for himself as he is
it in his children. He has already shaped his daughter jnt
image of his present self— an unattractive, self-indulgent
16 year old whom he despises. And the very qualities wh'i \m to his nine-year old son — love, trust, and concern for
are the qualities Slocum fears will destroy his boy jn
world." Thus, much of his effort is given to teaching hi
competitive, selfish, and distrustful of others. He succeeds
rewarded by his son leaving him. "My boy has stopped talking
and I don't think I can stand it (he doesn't seem to like me)
longer confides in me. There are times he rebluffs me and
cry. I remember the rebuff and it tears at
ear to be missing. There are yawning gulfs
Y ks of me have fallen. I do not always know
•irge ' T" Despite his endless questioning and probing,
,3(11 at Prese"nse Of the order or continuity of his existence.
S] search back I come upon myself standing still
"rv sculpted there, or lying flattened as though by
'b rush of an illustrator or in transparent blue or
ins on the glass of a microscope or on the single
^'colored motion picture film. Even when the film
° to view the action only in arrested moments on
' d yet I must have moved from where I was to where
while standing still. Was I brought here? I have this
*e in Connecticut. I think I was. Who did it?"
ltr<ll cum's world is terribly confined, filled with structures,
°ontrols, and compartments, physical and psychological,
n a self-imposed hell at home and at work. He com-
)rth no one; he relates to little or nothing beyond himself,
associates, his wife, his children, his mistresses exist
for his own selfish needs and he perceives their lives only in
o their potential to bring pain or happiness to his own. It is• cum i ana it tears at my heart W/h t to their po
want to stop talking to me? I want to be his best fri, der that he hates his retarded son more than any of the others
knnu/ I nr^k^ui.. i- • . end. n^n,_ • • 4.:..- _rr__ u: 4.u:«~ ~<-u~_
know I probably love him more^harranyoneTlseTn6 '"the boy, from his perspective, can offer him nothing other
embarrassment. And because he has no vision outside
_ -..mi unyune CISC
used to have dreams, he said, in which the door to
closed and he could not get in to see us. Now I have




in which I li,
which he associates with his work. "In the
there are four people of whom I am afraid. Three of these f<
people are afraid of me, and each of these three is also afraid oft
other two. Only one member of the family is not afraid of any of t
others, and that one is an idiot."
After five hundred
uelf, his struggle to understand his past, to transcend the pre-
i order to capture his own history, is doomed to failure. It is
that Slocum has no history — we all have a history — but he
3t interpret it, he cannot draw the "facts" together in a manner
(h might make intelligible past and present. And he is unable to
|0Dso because his egocentric self constantly intrudes - "nearly every
t I search back I come upon myself standing still inside some
mory, sculpted there. . ." The result is that Slocum's quest to
environmntJ^termjne "what happened" leads him in a circle and "given this
ck, no part could be different. Given these parts, the circle was
fvitable. Only Derek deviated, and that was an accident, somebody
fees. (We played our parts.) Now he is fixed in place with the rest of
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e might debate as to how "typical" Robert Slocum's experience
but it is clear that Heller believes all of us share some of the
mmas this pathetic man experiences and if he is right, then the
ian of contemporary American life must confront the implica-
*eviewing Something Happened, Vonnegut noted that Heller
5an this book way back in 1962, and there have been countless
Dipping news items and confrontations since then. But Heller's
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ie." R
man Slocum is deaf and blind to them. He receives
three sources: his office, his memory and horn
really deaf and blind to all the events of the past d
to Vietnam; counter-culture youth; blacks; worn!
politics and the environment? I think not. Manv
sneak into his consciousness and into his discussion
and family but they are shaped by his very limited '
worries that the new "sexual mores" may leave his d
nant and cause him considerable grief or that she'll be
on drugs and cause him even greater pain and discornf
about his black maid and worries about whether her h
poverty will present troubles for him. "If I were p0o
might want to overthrow the government by force |''
however, that everyone poor isn't trying to overthrow
ment, because I'm not poor. I don't know whv o,,~..
C0mrti
'deal represents in some way values of shared
,cO"""unit' of vision, collective participation, then
cornmonal' ^ jthesjs Of sucn values. Slocum cannot even
il^urT1 'S nitv in his depressive, agonizing, and unhappy
nr?t "love company" for Slocum. And, it is not
P* P which lacks a shared basis but his past as
sent s .^j___. i ...u,* u.,,. «u, ~~,,A»
his Pres f Slocum to understand what has "happened1
The failur,er?v to find in history any meaningful explanation
if that view is held by many besides Slocum, as
be suggesting, one wonders what is left to affirm in
ense of comrm
~f ™,r individual oasts represent a shared
of community with one another. What traditions,
o ou pexperiences "'
<-i_,...«i'cSlocums perspective,3lw.u,,,a ,—r---.-  there are few and his
ern with self, makes it impossible for him to even ask
Seoarateness and isolation determine his past and
j, a question. -
torians of recent American would maintain that strong
— the past 50 years or longer, have helped shape a
doesn't steal from her white employer (but L *?A
doesn t, or at least has not let us find out she does)
and Poor I don't think I'd have any reason for obey n
than the risk of being caught. As it is, though I'm
1̂11°̂  ?e |3W ̂  °f 4-. anywayfb^sf»« ̂ ^^^^n^^n one' another o7 on
outside of themselves, for their very survival. The
technologically determined, institutionalized world we
have moved away from them. I
But I'm glad there are cops and wish there were more.'
It is not that Heller's Slocum
but his ability is unaware of the forces am,to comprehend them, to grasp their
Mthing outside of the selves, tor t ir very
anized, technolc_
inhabit has forced us into greater physical, social, and economic
IM . _ T*. — „*. ~TL» _, w*nr- + *-/-i,-,-ii~i-t- ar\^rrr\/ ri A
Itpendence whether we like it or not. The most recent energy and
historically and presently - is determined solely by hisn onmental crises have simply reinforced that condition. But such
perceptions. It is not surprising then that race and war tion does not mean that we have altered old values or defined
are SP.Pn ac thrift- t^ u:~ i:*_ -: . . • i_ . .1^ ~*^l«* ,,f ^rvrnf^rt^hlc. with thic
_..„ „„, dlia |
are seen as threats to his life since he can decipher nothing ex
terms of its personal impact upon his selfish existence. And
existence is so compartmentalized, he places all other ex
into similar cubicles where he hopes they will remain safe and
It is no wonder that when he reflects on the nature of A
:_j... ft
ones which would make us comfortable with this
terdependency or with the notion that we limit individual greed for
K sake of a "common good." Some of us might wish that was the
ax but wishing it does not make it a reality. Something Happened
uggests at its worst that the opposite may be closer to reality in
society, Slocum interprets society from the"perspective'< merican today; that segmentation> separation, and isolation are the
structured yet disoriented sense of being.
"Who am i? I think I'm beginning to find out. I am a stick;I
a broken waterlogged branch floating with my own crowd intt
: nation of ours, indivisible (unfortunately), under God, .1
liberty and justice for all who are speedy enough to seized
first and hog them away from the rest. Some melting pot. If
>f us ,n this vast, fabulous land of ours would come together*
time to exchange a few words with our neighbors *
Jllow countrymen, those words would be Bastard! Wof
Spic! I don't like people who run things "
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ans many people have chosen to survive in this world. Even if such
i path is chosen unconsciously, Slocum's compartmentalized life
:es that it is unlikely one can find any basis for shared endeav-
when ones' vision remains so one-dimensional. What a Slocum sees
round him — the struggle of black people, women, the young or
latever, is internalized from that single perspective. Historians may
ntinue to discuss these major events in terms of their societal
cations but how they are finally understood, Heller indicates,
ids upon the consciousness of each individual member of soci-
For Slocum, the movement of disadvantaged and dispossessed
'e is not a movement that confirms a shared humanity but one
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which threatens his personal existence a
are peop.e "different" from him simply * ^ * "
separate nature and destinies. ""ms his J
What Slocum symbolizes in his being is h
soc-ety to affirm values which might Prl d*°* ̂  «*d
Slocum to realize the self more fl?,,y m re a io^ °PPort
the same time, indicating how '—"
achieve such values. C'
social and institutional nature of c
forced us into greater dependence on one
tO Underctanrl ,,,U-,t *u.
confront
answer "what happened."
es into being because man is not individually
^individual has a spectrum of needs, and this is
the association of individuals into a community.
°r\\\\A that there was no act without a cause. I was
that 'nobody feels any pain'. As an adult I leave
the past and ask for responsibility, sensitivity and
!Jf communal change.
' e's theory of community, individual responsibility is
community is comprised of individuals working
the community and you lose the individual. It is the
f the individual to understand his or her role in the
nal structure. It is the responsibility of the individual to
d their essence as a separate entity from a group. This re-
• the key to a working community's success; a sensitiv-
a product of consciousness alone, but also of need,
vidual in a community must be aware of his resources as
f .t -¥-i--- : _ _ _ : i_ ._i. • A.:. .:*-. . ^i_ _ ̂
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resources of others. This is an important sensitivity that
realized by all members of the living organization. It is as
me person cooks better than another and enjoys it, anoth-
better and enjoys it. These two members must be aware of
ind sensitize each other to it. This is of course simplifying the
so much that it borders on being tautological, but that's what I
nt if it gets the message across clearly.
ommunity can be defined in as many ways as there are groups of
:ople to utilize its need. It is a self-analysis of living needs. This
f-analysis creates the concrete relations with others that is needed
a community. It also gives the group strength to decide what type
f physical structure they want. (For example, how to arrange living
quarters, homes, energy, food, and even climate.) As Sarte states in
Being and Nothingness, "Each relation in its own way presents the
bilateral relation: for-itself-for-others, in-itself." We must be respon-
sive to the self and to the other and then take Sarte one step further
and weave these threads into a working tapestry.
People live with each other and always will. The community is the
stabilizing factor while the individual is transient as morning dew.
d now with fossil fuels' deaths in sight we must make ourselves
:e the responsiblity of our individuality within the community,
.ommunity changes, individualism does not. We must move with
changes, learn them and change again. History offers us many
*ers as does our own mind. To understand the life style of
ient times as well as our conceptions of the future, will help in
ir living happily together.
Existance precedes essence, community
Learn yourself, learn each other, be sensitive ,
sources and understand change as a spiral circlin
ward. § and
The community comes into being because man j« a senior
self-sufficient. The energy of people living and work!
is a sop
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A Prelude
I know only the bare rocks of today.
In these lies my brown sea-weed,-
green quartz veins bent through the wet
shale;
in these lie my pools left by the tide-
quiet, forgetting waves;
on these stiffen white star fish;
on these I slip bare footed!
Whispers of the fishy air touch my body;
"Sisters," I say to them.
William Carlos Williams
(1917)
